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Plunge-driven freezing technique is widely used for preparing biological samples embedded in vitreous 

ice in cryo-EM community since its invention by Dubochet. It is recently realized by Carragher and 

others that when given ample time the particles of various proteins embedded in water film would take 

preferred orientation at air-water interface. As a result, serious gaps would appear in the angular 

distribution of particle views given the data is collected with the widely used zero-tilt method for 

imaging single particles. Such issue has seriously hampered the structural investigation of many proteins 

to reach near-atomic resolution as huge data single-particle set is often required to allow for selecting a 

subset of uniform angular distribution. To date, there are several ways that have been invented to 

overcome the preferred orientation issue, including affinity grid method [1], self-blotting grid method, 

and imaging tilted specimen [2]. The last method has the advantage of allowing a responsive 

microscopist to immediately modify data collection strategies by simply tilting the specimen as soon as 

he or she spots the preferred orientation issue by performing on the fly analysis on a small data set, say 

particles from one hundred micrographs. However, tilting the specimen would incur defocus gradient 

and more pronounced specimen drift that the resulting cutoff of resolution has not been clearly assessed. 

More importantly, the tilting strategy was developed on customer-built data collection software that its 

applicability to vender supplied software is not known. Here, by using apo-ferritin as resolution 

benchmark, we collect its tilt data with EPU to first address the deleterious effect to resolution resulted 

from the defocus gradient across the field incurred by tilting. We found that the barrier of 3 Angstrom 

can be easily circumvented for a 30 degree-tilt data by using motion correction at the beginning and 

particle-wise CTF refinement at the final stage of data processing [3]. However, we also found tilt with a 

smaller angle is more feasible with EPU, much less susceptible to directional particle drifting, and 

importantly, sufficient to provide almost isotropic angular distribution for particles without symmetry 

that with weakly preferred orientation such as RNA polymerase II. Immediate application of this simple 

tilt method to full-complement RNA polymerase II with initiation DNA scaffold [4] revised its structure 

to 3.2 Angstrom.  
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Figure 1. (a)RNA Polymerase II with initiation DNA; (b) FSC curve processed by RELION 
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